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Author's response to reviews:

Formatting changes requested

----------------------------------------

Major revisions

These changes have been made;

Conclusions - Conclusions section inserted after the Discussion.

Authors' contributions- authors' contributions section in the manuscript is included to describe the individual contributions of each person stated as an author. Also we added the text "All authors read and approved the final manuscript" in the manuscript.

Reference 10 - corrected this link.

Reference 20 completed

References - references 17-19 is cited in the manuscript text.

References - The reference list contain all authors' names up to 10.

Minor revisions

Title - removed this text from before the title
removed Sort title, category, condensed abstract, total number counts.

Author list - Each author linked to their affiliations by use of superscript numbers.

Qualifications - remove the authors' qualifications (e.g. PhD / MD) from the
Email address - email addresses included for all the authors on the title page.

Source of support - remove from the title page and included this information in the Acknowledgements section.

Conflict of interest - moved this to a position after the Conclusions section.

Author's key words - removed authors

Introduction - renamed this section to Background.

Material and Methods - renamed this section to Methods.

Highlighting - all highlighting removed from the manuscript

Tables, moved to text - also moved the table title to above the table.

Table with roman numerals - number the tables changed to standard numbers.

I hope that these changes or correction are helpful.

Thank you